
cution of delinquents) of all the conditions surround¬
ing the milk supply was made; food and drug inspec¬
tion ; tenement house inspection ; a justly tyrannical
oversight of all drainage, plumbing, etc.
It must not be forgotten, also, that the death rate

alone does not represent the expense either in suffer¬
ing or dollars to the community. Dr. Farr estimates
that for every death there are on the average two
years of illness in a given community. It is need¬
less to emphasize the tremendous significance, to
those with open eyes and humanitarian feelings, of
the thousands of years of prevented illness and suffer¬
ing, shown in the foregoing figures.
There are many lessons to be gleaned from these

figures, but there are one or two that we can not omit
to notice:
1. In a general way it can not be denied that this,

the greatest good that has been brought to humanity,
is in the main due to medical science, and to the vir¬
tue of medical men. Either in the long historic series
of preparations for the realization of the endeavor, or
in actually and practically working it out, or in both,
the medical profession has undoubtedly been the chief
instrument. Without undue self-satisfaction we may
lay no little emphasis upon the fact and justly claim
that although our work is with disease, and our wage
drawn from the conflict with disease, yet there is not
one lay citizen more glad, probably none so genuinely
happy as we, that we are stamping out disease and
death. Surely few or none are so unsatisfied with the
result, grand as it is, and so resolutely determined to
go on and make the blessing still greater. We have
reduced the death rate in the last twenty-five or thirty
years, of smallpox from 219 to 22 per 1,000; of typhoid
fever from 373 to 135; of typhus fever from 81.4 per
million to 2; of phthisis from 2,565 to 1,512, and so on.
As to scurvy, leprosy, the plague, cholera, malaria, etc.,
they are fast becoming mere names in the history of
medicine.. But is the community grateful? Witness
our half failures, and half successes, with more abso¬
lute failures, to wrench from the public even the sim¬
plest essential medical practice acts! The public
loves its quacks far more than it does us.
2. And what is this precious public for whom we

labor, not only not doing for the elevation and pro¬
tection of the profession, but what is it doing for its
own sake, more directly, in founding and supporting
bactériologie and hygienic institutes, boards of health,
etc? If we had the money wasted on paper cutters,
pocket books, and luscious luxuries by our legislators
we could pay the expenses of a dozen such institutes
and save the lives of a hundred thousand people in a

few years. Suppose even we could have a few of the
millions now given as bribes to fraudulent pensioners !
This public can endow théologie schools and chairs to
teach boys Hebrew, Latin and Greek, etc., but where
is the endowment to be found to endow medical col-

leges or chairs where shall be taught the saving of
life?
3. Not only may we complain of not being helped,,

but we have to fight against opposition. Take the
crying abuse of turning a medical Health Officer out
of office in obedience to the criminal demands of
"practical politics." The place-hunter and spoilsman
must have his turn regardless of the community's
health and rights. The term of office of an Officer of
Health should and must be made unlimited and solely
dependent upon success and capacity. It is simply
disgusting that just when the year or two of experi¬
ence has begun to fit a man for the efficient discharge
of his complex duties, he should then be turned out
to make way for a novice.

EDUCATIONAL NUMBER.
For the convenience of students, and the informa-

tion of the profession generally, we shall issue an

educational number next week. It will be seen that
in the last decade, gigantic strides have been taken in
bringing up the average standing of the medical col-
leges. The increase in the facilities for laboratory
instruction is one of the gratifying features of the new
exhibit.
There are many alleged medical schools not

accounted for in this exhibit, but as a rule they ought
not to be considered. We have been informed that
there are about fourteen medical schools in Chicago
alone; only a few of these have any reason for exist-
ence, and if rigid requirements were insisted upon
they would close their doors.
The struggle for existence is at the root of the evil;

finding themselves unable to compete with the real
college professor in obtaining practice from the pub-
lic, these persons, with others of the same ilk, start a
so-called medical college, and become " professors"
themselves. There are few statutory requirements;
an act of incorporation can be obtained for a silver
dollar in any stage of depreciation, a building rented,
and a flaring sign put across its front. Verily, the
" professors" are as plenty as the leaves of Vallam-
brosa. If we look into the equipment of these raw

institutions, we find the Laboratory wofully lacking
in the most ordinary apparatus, and like Do-the-boys
Hall, squalor and filth are the most prominent char¬
acteristics. The only wonder is, that such men, with
such miserable equipment, can find students; but they
flourish in some way. The cure for this evil will come
when the real medical colleges have endowed chairs,
and the professor no longer enters into bread-and-
butter competition with the general profession. Then
it will be possible by statutory enactment to prevent
the establishment of improper and imperfectly
equipped schools. It should be a simple thing for
the legislature of any State to fix a minimum stand¬
ard of equipment. If this were done the tone of the
medical school would be much higher, and the pro¬
fession generally better pleased with them.
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